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Document: 40

Arab Baath Socialist Party
Iraq Country
Tameem Branch Leadership

No: 29/9187
Date: 7/12/1998

TO / Tameem Governor
Subject: Information

Al- Bibis Section Leadership informed us by its Letter of 29/4218 in 2/12/1998.
Through our observation of dwelling Arabic Tribes subject in Alton Kubri and
Al- Bibis area we noticed that the farmers of (Al- Zebarien and Al- Harkeen)
existed in these areas during the season of plough and reap in spite of sentencing
prevention orders and proceeding observation by Party exploiting the follows:
1. Possessing a complete agricultural supplies and equipment.
2. The financial capability and agricultural experiments.
3. Expand the relation with agriculture Administrations and with some farmers

in the region.
4. Farmers feeble competence in new population Villages and incapability to

plough their lands , so that the above farmers exploited this weakness and
they lent the farmers money and made a contract according to the agreement
that they gained in the early of this season . It sentenced previous instructions
prevented their existence in the area , so they fabricated a new means , that is
to fetch Citizen of Arabic Nationality contracts in Agriculture Administration
with farmers but under the support and ability of the above cultivators .

The Suggestions:
1. Lend manure and grains for all the farmers within Security Zone and

according to the Rule Regulations, to accept double the efforts and
observation to retort State Possessions from the farmers who were lent and
that was for achieving the big aim that is to dominate Arabic Tribes .

2.To give Villages of Security Zone the favorite in distribution of agricultural
equipment and supplies or to establish a co-operation agricultural Company  to
finance this subject .

To see please what is suitable about the subject
With Regards

Partner
Attia Shandakh Esaa

Branch Security Leadership
7/12/1998

Copy to:
 - Salah Al- Deen – Tameem – Suliamania Arrangements / to see please with Regards

.
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